Who We Are

Moog is an advanced technology company that helps customers succeed in mission-critical endeavors where failure is unacceptable. Formula 1 race car drivers, satellite operators (Earth, the pilots of a 747 and their passengers), a doctor searching for answers with a CAT scan machine — they all rely on Moog to achieve their goals.

Our expertise lies in applying advanced technologies to the precision control of motion and fluids. Underpinnings of this expertise is a set of values and beliefs that guide our actions:

• We like to solve challenging problems that make a difference
• We thrive to be flexible to our customers’ unique needs
• We do what we say we’ll do
• We believe close working relationships make for better results

The Advantage of Balance

What you can expect, working with Moog:

• Products with advanced capabilities that are also dependable and easy to use
• Small company commitment and innovation matched with the stability that scale brings
• Products that do different things but share common, proven technologies

Our advantage lies in embracing this notion of balance. Bringing together Zevex and Curlin with Moog provides a remarkable foundation to fulfill our mission:

A company that brings a genuine dedication to delivering superior products and support, that also has the scope, scale, stability, and resources — financial, technical, and organizational — to best support both your clinical and operational objectives.

Why We Are Here

Our idea is a simple one:
Bling an unmatched combination of focus and breadth of expertise to a range of medical pump technologies, fluid delivery systems, and components that will:

• Simplify processes
• Increase safety
• Enhance patient and caregiver outcomes

The Benefit of Connection

Each of us working in the healthcare field is committed to doing the best we can to bring hope and opportunity for a better and longer life to the patients who depend on us. We are equally proud of the quality and reliability of our products, as well as our people who support our customers.

We think that by working together with our customers and their patients — strengthening connection in every direction — we can improve healthcare delivery. By increasing our understanding of the context in which our products are used, we can enhance our customers’ usage experience, safety, and the overall quality of patient care.
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"I love their engineers. They really are a solution provider. They are our partners — not a vendor, a partner. They are proactive, concerned about the product, and taking more and more ownership. It’s a real pleasure to work with them."

Product Engineer

Developing flexible products and approaches.

Surgical Ultrasonic Devices
Recognized as best-in-class for durability and reliability, our surgical devices are used in a wide variety of medical procedures to precisely and safely fragment and aspirate tissue. Their ability to meet or exceed performance specifications after more than a thousand autoclave cycles and after years of service ensures safety and efficacy, as well as a strong return on investment.

Fluid Sensing and Control Solutions
Our sensors and fluid control components are used in a range of different medical devices to protect patients from air bubble infusion, ensure therapeutic accuracy, and manage the delivery of fluids. Flexible to our OEM customer needs, we develop off-the-shelf, semi-custom and fully customized solutions based on their specific requirements.

Zevex Enteral Products
Every day our Zevex Enteral products help improve the quality of life for patients requiring assisted nutrition delivery. As one of the world’s leading suppliers of enteral products, we offer a complete line of portable pumps, stationary pumps, disposable sets, and accessories that make it easy for patients to get the nutrition they need — in their homes, in hospitals, and when they are on the go.

Post-Operative Pain Management Pumps
Increasing the effectiveness of post-operative pain management has a tremendous impact on a patient’s well-being, such as reduced pain scores, shorter hospital stays, and higher patient satisfaction. Our line of disposable ambulatory pumps and accessories provide a range of dependable and flexible delivery mechanisms to achieve our primary goals — improved patient outcomes and value to our customers.

From nurse educators, to the salespeople, to my local rep — they have really been here for us. They have both a great product and great service."

Hospital OR Nurse

"The pump is more durable. CRNAs and Anesthesia get quickly trained on them and they are easy to use. In short — people like using them."

Hospital OR Nurse

"I think it’s wonderful. We’ve worked with both companies for a while — we know them and their products well. I thought very favorably when Moog brought Zevex and Curlin under the same umbrella. The companies have reliable products, great service, and our patients’ families find them quite easy to operate."

Home Care Purchasing Manager

"I love their engineers. They really are a solution provider. They are our partners — not a vendor, a partner. They are proactive, concerned about the product, and taking more and more ownership. It’s a real pleasure to work with them."
“I love their engineers. They really are a solution provider. They are our partners — not a vendor, a partner. They are proactive, concerned about the product, and taking more and more ownership. It’s a real pleasure to work with them.”

Product Engineer

"Balancing the demands of multiple constituents while keeping patients’ safety and best interest in mind.

Surgical Ultrasonic Devices
Recognized as best-in-class for durability and reliability, our surgical devices are used in a wide variety of medical procedures to provide safe and effective and aesthetic tissues. Their ability to meet or exceed performance specifications after more than a thousand autoclave cycles and after years of service ensures safety and efficacy, as well as a strong return on investment.

Fluid Sensing and Control Solutions
Our sensors and fluid control components are used in a range of medical devices to protect patients from air bubble infusion, ensure therapeutic accuracy, and manage the delivery of fluids. Flexible to our OEM customers’ needs, we develop off-the-shelf, semi-custom and fully customized solutions based on their specific requirements.

Meeting stringent purchase requirements without sacrificing efficacy.
I love their engineers. They really are a solution provider. They are our partners—not a vendor, a partner. They are proactive, concerned about the product, and taking more and more ownership. It’s a real pleasure to work with them.

Product Engineer

Developing flexible products and approaches.

Curlin Infusion Products
Unmatched dependability, ease-of-use, and flexibility in application—these three characteristics define our Curlin line of infusion pumps, and is why they are so highly regarded by the caregivers who use them. Our pumps combine advanced medication safety software with a rugged, yet simple design to provide an intuitive infusion platform that increases patient safety while enhancing workflow.

Surgical Ultrasonic Devices
Recognized as best-in-class for durability and reliability, our surgical devices are used in a wide variety of medical procedures to precisely and safely fragment and aspirate tissue. Their ability to meet or exceed performance specifications after more than a thousand autoclave cycles and after years of service ensures safety and efficacy, as well as a strong return on investment.

Post-Operative Pain Management Pumps
Increasing the effectiveness of post-operative pain management has a tremendous impact on a patient’s well-being, such as reduced pain scores, shorter hospital stays, and higher patient satisfaction. Our line of disposable ambulatory pumps and accessories provide a range of dependable and flexible delivery mechanisms to achieve our primary goal—improved patient outcomes and value to our customers.

Fluid Sensing and Control Solutions
Our sensors and fluid control components are used in a range of medical devices to protect patients from air bubble infusion, ensure therapeutic accuracy, and manage the delivery of fluids. Flexible to our OEM customer needs, we deliver off-the-shelf, semi-custom and fully customized solutions based on their specific requirements.

Meeting stringent purchase requirements without sacrificing efficacy.

Zevex Enteral Products
Every day our Zevex Enteral products help improve the quality of life for patients requiring assisted nutrition delivery. As one of the world’s leading suppliers of enteral products, we offer a complete line of perfusable pumps, stationary pumps, disposable sets, and accessories that make it easy for patients to get the nutrition they need—in their homes, in hospitals, and when they are on the go.

Zevex Enteral Products Manager

Anticipating needs.

Satisfying both clinical and operational requirements.

“From nurse educators, to the salespeople, to my local rep—they have really been here for us. They have both a great product and great service.”
Hospital Biomedical Engineer

“Surgical ultrasonic devices are used in a wide variety of medical procedures to precisely and safely fragment and aspirate tissue. Their ability to meet or exceed performance specifications after more than a thousand autoclave cycles and after years of service ensures safety and efficacy, as well as a strong return on investment.”

“Post-operative pain management has a tremendous impact on a patient’s well-being, such as reduced pain scores, shorter hospital stays, and higher patient satisfaction. Our line of disposable ambulatory pumps and accessories provide a range of dependable and flexible delivery mechanisms to achieve our primary goal—improved patient outcomes and value to our customers.”
Product Engineer

“Unmatched dependability, ease-of-use, and flexibility in application—these three characteristics define our Curlin line of infusion pumps, and is why they are as highly regarded by the caregivers who use them.”

Hospital Critical Care Nurse

“The pump is more durable. CRNAs and Anesthesia get quickly trained on them and they are easy to use. In short—people like using them.”
Hospital OR Nurse

“I think it’s wonderful. We’ve worked with both companies for a while—we know them and their products well. I thought very favorably when Moog brought Zevex and Curlin under the same umbrella. The companies have reliable products, great service, and our patients’ families find them quite easy to operate.”
Home Care Purchasing Manager
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“Post-operative pain management has a tremendous impact on a patient’s well-being, such as reduced pain scores, shorter hospital stays, and higher patient satisfaction. Our line of disposable ambulatory pumps and accessories provide a range of dependable and flexible delivery mechanisms to achieve our primary goal—improved patient outcomes and value to our customers.”
Product Engineer

“Surgical ultrasonic devices are used in a wide variety of medical procedures to precisely and safely fragment and aspirate tissue. Their ability to meet or exceed performance specifications after more than a thousand autoclave cycles and after years of service ensures safety and efficacy, as well as a strong return on investment.”
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Hospital Critical Care Nurse
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Why We Are Here

Our idea is a simple one: Bringing an unmatched combination of focus and breadth of expertise to a range of medical pump technologies, fluid delivery systems, and components that will:

• Simplify processes
• Increase safety
• Enhance patient and caregiver outcomes

The Advantage of Balance

What you can expect, working with Moog:

• Products with advanced capabilities that are also dependable and easy to use
• Small company commitment and innovation matched with the stability that scale brings
• Products that do different things but share common, proven technologies

Our advantage lies in embracing this notion of balance. Bringing together Zevex and Curlin with Moog provides a remarkable foundation to fulfill our mission: A company that brings a genuine dedication to delivering superior products and support, but that also has the scope, scale, stability, and resources — financial, technical, and organizational — to best support both your clinical and operational objectives.

The Benefit of Connection

Each of us working in the healthcare field is committed to doing the best we can to bring hope and opportunity for a better and longer life to the patients who depend on us. We are equally proud of the quality and reliability of our products, as well as our people who support our customers. We think that by working together with our customers and their patients — strengthening connection in every direction — we can improve healthcare delivery. By increasing our understanding of the context in which our products are used, we can enhance our customers’ user experience, safety, and the overall quality of patient care.

Who We Are

Moog is an advanced technology company that helps customers succeed in mission-critical endeavors where failure is unacceptable. Formula 1 race car drivers, satellite orbiting Earth, the pilots of a 747 (and their passengers), a doctor searching for answers with a CAT scan machine — they all rely on Moog to achieve their goals.

Our expertise lies in applying advanced technologies to the precision control of motion and fluids. Underlying this expertise is a set of values and beliefs that guides our actions:

• We like to solve challenging problems that make a difference
• We strive to be flexible to our customers’ unique needs
• We do what we say we’ll do
• We believe close working relationships make for better results

Making connections at every level and in every way with those in need.